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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Planning, construction, and maintenance of the road network are important tasks for several
public entities, including the Norwegian Public Roads Administration (Statens Vegvesen
Vegdirektoratet). The quality of this work relies heavily on the availability of updated traffic
statistics. Today’s primary source of traffic monitoring data is ground‐based sensors in the road.
These sensors count the number of vehicles that pass a given point over time, and also measure
vehicle speed. The equipment is expensive to purchase and operate, and the methodology has
evident shortcomings due to the very limited geographical coverage of the system. A number of
statistical measures might be derived from these data. The most important information is the
Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT), which represents the traffic on an average day of the
year.
Satellite imagery may provide a supplement to the traditional ground‐based sensors. Vehicles
are evident in very high resolution (VHR) satellite images, such as 0.6‐m resolution Quickbird
images. The main focus of the SatTrafikk project is to develop methodology for automatic
detection of vehicles in satellite images of Norwegian roads. The approach is based on image
segmentation and pattern recognition methods. It is an attempt to solve the difficulties related
to analysis under the conditions present for Norwegian roads.
The spatial coverage offered by satellite images is much greater than can be achieved from
ground‐based sensors. A difficulty is that VHR satellite sensors do not allow frequent temporal
acquisitions. Thus, we must ask ourselves whether it is possible to infer traffic statistics from
satellite data with satisfactory accuracy. This question is also adressed by the SatTrafikk project,
and documented in a separate report [1].
In the current report we will focus on the analysis of the satellite images and present vehicle
detection results from the second year of the SatTrafikk project. The problem was previously
adressed by NR in the project “Road Traffic Snapshot” in collaboration with the SVV and the
Institute of Transport Economics (Transportøkonomisk institutt, TØI) in 2006‐2007. The project
was funded by the European Space Agency (ESA), and its main objective was to develop and
test the necessary methodology for vehicle detection in VHR satellite imagery, and to discuss
possibilities for future evolution. The Road Traffic Snapshot project gave positive outcome, and
SVV and NR made an initiative to continue. The Norwegian Space Centre (NSC) supported the
idea, and contributed – together with SVV – to the funding of the SatTrafikk project. The
outcome of the SatTrafikk project during its first year (2007) was presented in [2].

1.2 About this report
There has not been any new methodological development concerning vehicle detection in this
second year of the SatTrafikk project. However, we will give a brief description of the
previously developed methods here. This is done in chapter 2. The main purpose of the work
described in this report has been to further validate the methods on new data. In chapter 3 we
describe the new image data. We also present and discuss the corresponding experimental
results. Finally, in chapter 4, we summarize our work and discoveries, and suggest an approach
for future work.
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2 Methods
In this chapter we present a summary of the methods that have been developed for vehicle
detection in VHR satellite images. The interested reader should refer to chapter 2 in [2] for
details.

2.1 Preprocessing
The only preprocessing that is done to the images is foreground masking. During the main
processing, we restrict our attention to the roads in the image. These roads are outlined in a
road mask. The foreground mask is constructed using both a road mask and a vegetation mask.
The purpose of the vegetation mask is to subtract from the foreground mask any parts of the
image representing vegetation in the road.

2.2 Segmentation
The segmentation routine is applied to the masked panchromatic image, and finds segments
that are either brighter or darker than the surroundings on the road. We apply Otsu’s method
for threshold selection [3], which groups pixels into classes depending on their graytone
intensity value. The result will yield pixels with small intra‐class intensity variation, and as
large separation as possible between the classes. The Otsu threshold is found from the intensity
histogram of the image.
We apply the method in two stages; to the lower and upper parts of the image histogram,
where it finds thresholds for dark and bright segments, resepectively. On each stage, we use
two overlapping, but slightly different, sections of the histogram – one yields a strict threshold,
the other yields a more relaxed threshold. This approach is meant to make the procedure less
dependent on one threshold. If the threshold is too strict, the segments will be poorly defined. If
the threshold is too relaxed, many unwanted segments may be included. Therefore, the image is
thresholded twice, and we combine the two results to construct the final segmentation.

2.3 Tree shadows
Norwegian roads are often narrow and often close to forest on one or both sides. A frequently
encountered problem is that much of the road is hided by tree shadows. The problem is
impaired at large view angles from the satellite. As a consequence, the segmentation produces
many unwanted dark segments that represent tree shadows. We handle this problem making
the simple assumption that no real vehicle segments should be located on the outer edge of the
road. We use dilation to compute a road‐edge mask from the road mask, such that the resulting
road‐edge mask is only one pixel wide. Any segment overlapping the road‐edge mask is then
regarded a non‐vehicle segment, and discarded.

2.4 Feature extraction
The segmentation procedure finds not only vehicle segments, but also other segments that
differ in graytone intensity from the local background. We want to extract segment features
with power to discrimate between the different classes of objects. The features should describe
both spatial and spectral characteristics of the segments. It is a difficult challenge to find the best
possible combination of features. The selected features in our application are
∙

the intensity mean of the segment,

∙

the gradient mean of the segment,

∙

the standard deviation of the intensity within the segment,
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∙

the length of the segment’s bounding box,

∙

the 1st Hu moment of the segment, and

∙

the spatial spread of the segment.

These features are used for the main classification.
In addition, we perform an initial, rule‐based classification in order to discard obvious non‐
vehicles before the main classification. The pre‐classification is based on the area and elongation
of the segment. It also discards some segments based on mean intensity and gradient values.
Furthermore, we compute a feature called distance to nearest vehicle shadow, which is used for
post‐classification. Based on information about the sun direction, we first calculate an image
mask that represents the expected shadow zones of the vehicles found in the image. The
expected shadow zones mask is then compared with a segmented image of dark objects that lie
close to a bright object. Whereever there is overlap between these two images, the dark object is
assumed to be a shadow. The result of this process is a shadow mask. This mask is used to
estimate the distance to nearest shadow, which is a feature that is calculated for each object
resulting from segmentation. Ideally, the shadow distance is zero for objects that are true
vehicle shadows, positive for other dark objects, small for bright vehicles, and (relatively) large
for road marks and other bright segments that may be confused with vehicles.

2.5 Classification
We define six object classes:
1.

Bright car (light vehicle)

2.

Dark car (light vehicle)

3.

Bright truck (heavy vehicle)

4.

Bright vehicle fragment

5.

Vehicle shadow

6.

Road mark ‐ arrow

We assume that the feature vectors are normally distributed within each class, and the
covariance matrices are arbitrary, i.e., we use a standard maximum‐likelihood classifier with
quadratic discriminant functions.
After main classification, we do a post‐classification based on the distance to shadow feature, as
mentioned above. More specifically, the class label of a dark car or vehicle fragment is changed
to shadow if its shadow distance is zero. Furthermore, the classification of a road mark is
changed to bright vehicle fragment if its distance to shadow is below a predefined (small) value.
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2.6 System flow chart
The diagram below gives a methodological overview and describes the flow of data through the
system.

bright and dark
vehicles, road
marks, vehicle
shadows

panchromatic
satellite image ~1‐m
resolution

MASKING
 road mask
 vegetation mask

CLASSIFICATION
 maximum likelihood
method

area, length, elongation,
spatial spread, Hu‐moments,
mean intensity, standard
deviation of the intensity,
distance to shadows

masked
panchromatic
satellite image

SEGMENTATION
 Otsu’s threshold
selection in two stages
 discard dark segments
overlapping road edge

FEATURE EXTRACTION
 compute spatial and
spectral features of each
region

bright and dark
segments
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3 Validation of methods on new data
3.1 Description of the data
The image data consist of two QuickBird scenes of 0.6‐m resolution in the panchromatic band.
Both acquisitions were ordered by the project and made in the summer of 2008. The locations,
Sollihøgda and Kristiansund, were also used in a previous year, as reported in [2]. Table 1 gives
an overview of the image data.

Location

Roads

Date

Time (UTC)

Mean off
Mean sun
Upper left
nadir
elevation
latitude
view
angle
angle

Sollihøgda

EV16

Aug 21 2008

10:48

60

41,7

10,0

Kristiansund

RV70

Jul 08 2008

10:57

63

49,1

23,2

Table 1 Image data.

Traffic counts from ground‐based count sites are provided by the Norwegian Public Road
Administration. We study two count sites1 in each image. The traffic data contain the number of
vehicles that pass a given count site each hour, as well as the average speed in each direction.
We want to compare these counts to the number of vehicles found in the image. Therefore, at a
given count site, we consider the longest strecth of road in the image that is unbroken by
junctions to ensure that the same number of vehicles would pass any given point in the
segment. Assuming there is free flow of traffic, we can then estimate the number of vehicles
that may be expected to appear within the road segment in the image. Since the time of image
acquisition (for both images) is late within the time interval from 10 to 11 hours UTC, we make
an equivalent estimation for the subsequent hour interval as well. Information about the count
sites is provided in Table 2, along with the expected number of vehicles in the image.

Location

Count site

Sollihøgda

Length of Road
road
dire‐
segment (m) ction
7819

Sollihøgda
Rasteplass
EV16

6139

Atlanten

1055

Kristiansund
Rensvik

5775

10 - 11 UTC
Average
speed
(km/h)

11 - 12 UTC

Predicted number of
vehicles in image

1

67

40

2

68

33

1

58

36

2

57

30

1

47

14

2

43

15

1

66

18

2

67

Average
speed
(km/h)

Predicted number of
vehicles in image

66

41

70

31

60

35

61

26

48

14

44

18

66

17

67

21

72

73

61

66

32

29

38

37
19

Table 2 Count data.

These are the same count sites that were studied in the 2002 and 2004 images of Sollihøgda and Kristiansund, respectively. In
the 2007 report [2] these count sites were denoted “Kristiansund #1”, “Kristiansund #2”, “Sollihøgda #1”, and “Sollihøgda #2”.
In this report, we will instead refer to the names of the actual locations, i.e., “Atlanten”, “Rensvik”, “Sollihøgda”, and
“Rasteplass EV16”, respectively.

1
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3.2 Validation experiments and results
The 2008 images were both delivered in UTM projection zone 32 North. As a first attempt, we
use the road masks created for “old” image data, i.e., the 2004 Kristiansund image and the 2002
Sollihøgda image, as described in [2]. These images were delivered in UTM projection zone 33
North, thus we have to do a map conversion of the road masks. We use the built‐in ENVI
function to perform the conversion of projections. However, the resulting road masks do not
match the image adequately. Therefore, the final road masks are manually constructed for the
new image data.
We apply the vehicle detection algorithm to sub‐images that represent the road segments
around the count sites, as described above. We use the same class description database (training
data) as described in [2], i.e., the training data is collected from the images Bodø (July 2003),
Kristiansund (June 2004), Eiker (June 2002), and Sollihøgda (May 2002). The number of vehicles
that are classified as vehicles are then compared to: 1) the predicted number of vehicles in the
image from ground‐based traffic data, and 2) the manually counted number of vehicles in the
image. We have not considered the overall classification performance on these data, i.e., the
classification of non‐vehicle objects.
Each of the objects classified as vehicles are manually inspected and categorized as 1) a correct
detection, 2) a false detection (not a vehicle), or 3) an extra wagon on a vehicle (trailer) that has
already been registered as a correct detection. Furthermore, all vehicles omitted by the
algorithm were registered during visual inspection.
Validation results are presented in Table 3. The last column represents the number of vehicles
that were found by manual inspection of the image, and is the sum of correctly detected
vehicles and omitted vehicles. Hence, it is here interesting to compare the numbers in the
columns “Manual count” and “Correct detection” to the two columns “Predicted number of
vehicles in image” (representing the ground‐based number‐of‐vehicles estimate) in Table 2
above.
Objects classified as vehicles
Location
Sollihøgda
Rasteplass EV16
Atlanten
Rensvik

Correct
detection
42
40
37
21

False
detection
6
13
4
5

Extra wagon

Sum

Omitted
vehicles

Manual
count

2
0
0
0

50
53
41
26

35
23
9
18

77
63
46
39

Table 3 Validation results.

Count site

Sollihøgda
Rasteplass EV16
Atlanten
Rensvik

na
48
53
41
26

nm
77
63
46
39

ng
73
66
29
37

relative error
between n a and n m

relative error
between n g and n m

(% )

(% )

‐37,66
‐15,87
‐10,87
‐33,33

‐5,19
4,76
‐36,96
‐5,13

Table 4. Relative errors between different vehicle counts. Here na denotes the number of vehicles found by the automatic
algorithm, nm the number of vehicles counted manually, and ng the number of vehicles prediced based on ground-sensor data in
the hour interval 10-11 UTC.
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As can be seen in Table 4, the number of vehicles found by the algorithm is in general lower
than for manual count. The relative error between the automatic vehicle count, na, and the
manual vehicle count, nm, is
na − nm
nm

⋅ 100% ,

thus, a negative relative error means that the automatic vehicle count is less than the manual. It
should be noted that na here includes the false detections. The absolute relative error is between
11% and 38%. If we count only the correctly detected vehicles, the relative error is between
negative 20% and 46%, or, correspondingly, the algorithm correctly detects between 55% and
80% of the manually counted cars (Table 5).

Location

Manual
count

Correct
detections

Correct detection
rate (%)

Sollihøgda
Rasteplass EV16
Atlanten
Rensvik

77
63
46
39

42
40
37
21

54,55
63,49
80,43
53,85

Table 5. Comparison of manual vehicle count and the number of correctly detected vehicles. The correct detection rate is given
in percent of manual count, which is considered to be the “true” number of vehicles in the image.

The manual count agrees fairly well with the ground‐based measurements at three out of four
locations. At Atlanten, the absolute relative error is 37%. A likely explanation to this is that the
assumptions made when predicting ng do not hold, i.e., that there is free traffic flow (no queues)
and traffic density is uniformly distributed in the given time interval. Hence, we should rather
trust the manual count when evaluating the performance of our algorithm.
In Table 6 we present the number of false detections and compare it to the total number of
detections. We see that roughly 10‐20% of the objects classified as vehicles are false detections,
i.e., various types of non‐vehicle objects.
Location
Sollihøgda
Rasteplass EV16
Atlanten
Rensvik

False
detections
6
13
4
5

All
detections
50
53
41
26

False detection
rate (%)
12,00
24,53
9,76
19,23

Table 6. The number of falsely detected vehicles relative to the automatic vehicle count (all detections).
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3.3 Discussion
The number of falsely detected vehicles is relatively low, compared to previous experiments.1
Nevertheless, the false detections are not neglicible. The clearly dominant type of false
detections is road marks (Figure 1). A few other objects, such as road bridges or signs, are also
registered as detections.
The perhaps most serious problem is that a fair amount of vehicles are not detected at all. As
noted above, the true detection rate was only 54‐80% on the most recent experimental data.
Figure 2 shows examples of vehicles that were not detected. These vehicles typically have low
contrast to the local background, or they are partially hidden by vegetation near the road. On
some occasions, the algorithm correctly detects the vehicle shadow, without detecting the actual
vehicle (Figure 3).
Figure 4 illustrates another recurrent problem; the sharp reflection of sunlight from vehicles.
Such reflections may produce bright segments during segmentation. A dark segment in the
shadow zone of a bright segment will be classified as vehicle shadow, hence, some dark
vehicles are wrongly classified due to the sunlight reflections.

Figure 1. Road marks falsely detected as vehicles (indicated by red points).

In the 2004 image of Sollihøgda, the detected number of vehicles at the “Rasteplass EV16” count site was actually
overestimated compared with the manual count.

1
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Figure 2. Examples of vehicles that are challenging to find to due low contrast, trees by the road, or nearby road marks. Each of
the circled vehicles was found by manual inspection, and either not found or mis-classified by the automatic algorithm.

Figure 3. In the above images, the vehicle shadows were correctly classified, but the vehicles themselves were not found.
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Figure 4. Panchromatic image (left) and segmentation result (right). According to manual interpretation, this is a dark car and a
sharp reflection of sunlight. The algorithm classifies the dark segment as vehicle shadow, while the small bright segment is
discarded during preclassification.

4 Conclusions
4.1 Recommendations for further work
We have seen many situations in which the presented methods fails to capture true vehicle
objects in the image. Although some errors are made during classification, most of the
difficulties lie in the segmentation. Vehicles with low contrast to the background, or vehicles
composed of several parts with different colours, form the greatest challenge. In the future, we
should improve the segmentation approach to be more robust than the current approach. The
local segmentation conditions, i.e., both image lighting conditions and road surface conditions,
change from place to place within a scene, but also within the subimages we use as input to the
algorithm. We could try to adapt the thresholds for segmentation to even more local conditions
than the whole subimage scene. Another idea is to apply a preprocessing step so that the
contrast becomes more even over the entire image. One way to do this is to apply a contrast
enhancement filter before segmentation. A concrete suggestion is to follow Alba‐Flores’
example in [4], where it is suggested to apply a filter that assigns to each pixel the maximum or
minimum intensity value of a 3‐by‐3 pixels neighbourhood, before using Otsu’s threshold
selection for bright or dark objects, respectively.
We have shown that vehicle shadows can provide valuable contextual information. However, it
can be discussed whether our model is too simple; it throws away the information about the
objects that cast shadows, and only keeps the information about the actual shadows, i.e., a
shadow mask. An example where this goes wrong is seen in Figure 4 above. An alternative
approach is to model the vehicle and the expected shadow as one composited object. Since local
radiometric disturbances often make vehicle detection more difficult, the algorithm may
become more robust if structural and geometric features are emphasized. Hinz [5] use an
explicit vehicle model to detect cars in high‐resolution aerial imagery. Their model consists
mainly of geometric features and also some radiometric properties. The car is modeled as a 3D
object by a wire‐frame representation, and an accurate computation of the car’s shadow
projection is derived from date, daytime, and image orientation parameters, and added to the
model. The expected saliency of particular features, such as the edge between a car’s hood and
windshield, is also ‐ depending on vehicle color, orientation, view point and sun direction –
included in the model. Of course, this strategy is not suitable in our application, where much
less details are visible in the image. However, we could make an attempt to generalize the idea.
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The disadvantage of the detailed description is that a large number of models is needed to cover
all types of vehicles. Hinz suggest using a tree‐like model hierarchy for this.
In further work we should also seek to reduce the number of false vehicle detections. An
improved segmentation approach may help by reducing the number of road marks that
disturbs the segmentation result. At the same time, we will unlikely liberate ourselves of all the
road marks during segmentation, as some road marks have even higher contrast to the
background than certain vehicles. The road mark segments consitute a very heteregeneous class
of objects, especially geometrically. Therefore, our classifier was trained on arrow‐shaped road
marks only. Since finding geometric features common to most road marks has proven to be very
difficult, we should instead focus on finding features that discriminate road marks from vehicles.

4.2 Summary
We have presented an approach for vehicle detection in VHR satellite images of Norwegian
roads. The algorithm was previously described in the first SatTrafikk report [2], and only briefly
restated here. The main focus of this report has been to describe the latest validation
experiments and discuss the results. We have also outlined ideas for future work in Section 4.1.
Validation was conducted on two QuickBird images; Kristiansund (July 2008) and Sollihøgda
(August 2008). Both locations were also used in the previous validation experiments with image
data from earlier years. New road masks were manually constructed. The classification was
based on training data from earlier experiments.
The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm underestimates the number of
vehicles in the images. Vehicles are omitted due to local radiometric disturbances, low local
contrast, occlusion by trees, or other factors. These concerns are similar to what was found in
previous validation experiments. Compared to experiments in the past, falsely detected vehicles
were less influental. However, the amount of false detections is still too large to ignore.
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